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ABSTRACT

Stroke is among the leading causes of disability, with 795,000 individuals experiencing a new or recurrent stroke each year. Upper extremity sensorimotor deficits, including
diminished grip strength, are the most common long-term deficits among stroke survivors.
Diminished hand function is a significant challenge for stroke survivors and health professionals. Most technology-driven approaches to address rehabilitation rely on intrusive and
sensory device-based systems to analyze and assist hand rehabilitation. We strive to develop
a non-intrusive system for hand rehabilitation using camera-based virtual rehabilitation.
Taking steps towards this goal, in this thesis, we develop the baseline standard for hand
function by analyzing the hand function of healthy adults using camera-based data over five
daily life activities. We conclude by defining the gold standard representation of an individual’s hand function based on computer vision, specialized Jerk metrics, statistical analysis,
and unsupervised learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Stroke is one of the leading causes of disability, with 795,000 individuals experiencing
a new or recurrent stroke each year. There are many ill effects, both long-term and short
term associated with post-stroke patients. Some common examples include Learned nonuse, a consequence of impairment to a specific part of the body, where the brain tries to
compensate for the affected part’s function through an alternate body part resulting in the
person losing the ability to perform the action, Learned bad-use, a consequence of impairment
to a specific part of the body, where the brain tries to compensate for the affected part’s
function through an alternate body part resulting in the person getting habituated to the
newly learned mechanism in place of the natural method to perform the action. Upper
extremity sensorimotor deficits, including diminished grip strength, are the most common
long-term deficits among stroke survivors. With hand function being fundamental to daily
life activities, reduced hand function is a significant challenge for both the stroke survivor
and health professionals to address.
The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for services like these to
be provided remotely and efficiently. The scientific community has strived to provide suitable
and feasible strategies for virtual hand rehabilitation to help survivors recover hand function
and improve their quality of life. Great emphasis has been placed on maintaining the quality
of experience for the user undergoing rehabilitation and robust data collection systems that
help health professionals analyze or diagnose. Exciting contributions have been made using
sophisticated equipment and sensory devices in this field. The scope for computer vision has
been relatively limited. The vast potential of virtual hand rehabilitation through camera-
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based mediums has not been explored to its fullest potential. The following points constrain
it:
1. Lack of a baseline standard of data that reliably represents a healthy individual’s hand
function.
2. Sensor-based hardware devices offer a higher quality of data, albeit with a higher
associated cost in terms of quality of experience and economic costs.
With this thesis, we aim to overcome the issues faced due to diminished grip strength by
focusing on the smoothness of movement. We work towards a computer vision-based virtual
hand rehabilitation system that relies exclusively on camera-based sensing (via off-the-shelf
devices like smartphone-based and webcams) by employing robust jerk metrics to help analyze hand and wrist movement.
In order to achieve this overarching goal, we target the fundamental step in the process,
which is to establish a baseline standard for a healthy adult individual’s hand function. We
define the same regarding five daily life activities. As established in section 2, the current literature does not provide for such a ground truth scenario, making it difficult to conclusively
quantify a post-stroke or any neuro-atypical participant’s progress (recovering hand function
from respective impairments) through a rehabilitation program. This limitation has confined
many interesting approaches to virtual hand rehabilitation to mere feasibility studies instead
of absorbing them into industry practices. One of the major hurdles for researchers in this
field is to bridge the gap between traditional hand rehabilitation standards and novel ideas.
People with stroke need self-management strategies to monitor and manage their rehabilitation at home. More than ever, there is a need for digital technologies to deliver rehabilitation
services remotely. The Covid-19 pandemic has only highlighted the need to remotely provide such health care services. Further, it is essential to not compromise on the quality of
experience upon using tech-driven solutions for remote or virtual hand rehabilitation. Based
on studying various approaches to hand rehabilitation, in this thesis, we categorize virtual
and tech-driven hand rehabilitation approaches as follows:
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1. Intrusive Hand Rehabilitation: Approaches are highly equipment intensive, therefore
require an extra emphasis on the following aspects:
(a) Psychological impact of using such elaborate equipment on the participant.
(b) Since the equipment may require sophisticated sensing mediums, the economic
costs of implementing such systems
(c) Additional analysis to study whether the equipment can potentially influence the
rehabilitation results.
2. Non-Intrusive Hand Rehabilitation: Approaches involve no contact sensing methods
such as vision-based sensing and provide the following qualities:
(a) Allow the participant to perform the rehabilitation activities the natural way.
(b) Leverage the capabilities of augmented reality to provide comprehensive detail
of insights on their activity without eliminating the realistic environment of the
participant, thereby eliminating the need to adapt to a virtual or unusual environment.
(c) Utilize the capabilities of day to day equipment to realize the rehabilitation goals,
therefore, keeping the economic costs and accessibility to such technologies fairly
easy.
In summary, this thesis’s contributions are as follows:
1. Develop the gold standard for hand function based on empirical data from healthy
adults.
2. Outline the steps to generate the gold standard representation from camera data
(videos) by defining the composite features of the representation.
3. Establish the range of variation (a function of smoothness or jerkiness of hand movement) within the healthy participants using various distance metrics to specify a threshold for smooth hand function for each activity.
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4. Exemplify the utility of the thresholds via practical applications to categorize the
quality of hand function and provide user feedback in real-time.
5. Conduct various experiments and list potential considerations such as tracking specific
parts of the hand and identifying a subset of suitable features while designing hand
rehabilitation activities.
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

As mentioned in chapter 1, in chronic conditions like stroke, upper extremity sensorimotor deficits, including diminished grip strength, are the most common long-term deficits [2].
Hand function is fundamental to accomplishing activities of daily living (ADLs) such as
holding a glass, opening a door, or brushing teeth, and diminished hand function leads to
lifetime disability and dependence on caregivers to accomplish these ADLs [3]. Total annual
costs attributed to stroke (including medical expenses and costs due to lost productivity) are
projected to increase from 105.2 million USD in 2010 to 240.67 million USD by 2030. Recovery of hand function and skills is a significant rehabilitation and healthcare challenge as even
mild impairments are associated with limitations in daily operation, and lower health-related
quality of life [4].
Based on the various creative strategies employed toward technology-driven hand rehabilitation, we categorize hand rehabilitation strategies into three categories: Tele-rehabilitation,
Robotics and sensor based rehabilitation, Virtual rehabilitation. Each of these categories focuses on a particular aspect of hand rehabilitation. Tele-rehabilitation focuses on tech-driven
approaches to enable a better hand rehabilitation experience for the participant. It includes
assistive technologies to facilitate hand rehabilitation and advisory-based apps to enable
self-care via video tutorials. Robotics and sensor-based systems for hand rehabilitation are
precision-based tech-driven approaches that focus on specific grip strength, hand coordination, and movement smoothness. These systems employ sensory and robotic equipment to
actuate specific movements and assess hand function quality. Lastly, the virtual rehabilitation methodologies are focused on providing a virtual interface to the participant. They
focus on integrating the former two methodologies with an enhanced user experience through
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the rehabilitation process. Further, the virtual aspect of these approaches also allows for
providing at-home hand rehabilitation. As apparent, the difference between these strategies
from an implementation perspective is relatively thin.
Several creative strategies have been proposed in the recent literature. Ozgur et al. in [5]
propose a tabletop game system that mimics the popular Pacman game. The system works
using tangible robots, which serve as ghosts of the Pacman game. One robot is designated
as a user robot, and the participant is required to move the robot around to collect all the
apples without getting caught by ghosts. This system aims to analyze upper limb hand
coordination, otherwise referred to as Proprioception. Tofte et al. [6] propose a novel smartphone application for post-operative care following Carpal Tunnel Release (CTR) to address
the self-care aspect of hand rehabilitation. CTR is a surgical process to address a health
condition called Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS). In this condition, the median nerve passing through a person’s wrist is compressed, reducing hand function. The authors propose
a smartphone app to enable virtual visits for the participants by providing ways to upload
photos of the surgical scars, upload videos of finger activities to assess the pain-free range
of motion and provide tutorial videos for removal of sutures. The results indicated that the
participants could respond to questions and provide clinical assessments using the app as a
medium.
Several approaches have also been proposed that focus on capturing a participant’s hand
movement pattern and providing insights on their hand function quality using relevant metrics such as acceleration, jerk, and grip. Han et al. in [7] designed a tactile sensor device that
works in conjunction with computer vision. The device uses a soft skin surface made of soft
silicone elastomers to sense the participant’s grip pressure. A colored fluid inside the device
is ejected to the top surface, making patterns based on the pressure applied. The length and
extent of the pattern created by the fluid are sensed using computer vision-based techniques
from RGB camera data and converted to quantify the pressure applied. This tool is proposed
as a solution to assess the participant’s grip strength, which is an important factor in hand
function quality. Experimental results convey that the device can estimate gripping forces
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up to 25 N with a 4 percent error margin. Another interesting approach to assessing the
quality of hand function is using Virtual space instead of physical reality, enabled with the
help of robotic and sensing systems. Blanquero et al. in [8] propose a touchscreen-based
sensory system for rehabilitation in the context of CTS. This sensor-based system employs
touch screen devices like tablets and provides a feedback-driven exercising approach. The
participant tries to move objects on the screen, which respond to a pain-free range of motion.
Among the tech-driven approaches, Virtual Reality (VR) based systems have gained positive attention in recent years due to the interactive abilities that enhance user experience
compared to traditional methodologies. Boutera et al. in [9] propose a low-cost exoskeleton system that employs the skeletal tracking capabilities of Kinect and electromyography
(EMG) sensors. The authors aim to enhance the quality of experience for the participant
through the hand rehabilitation program. The proposed system provides an augmented experience for the participant to perform activities in the physical space. The sensors help
to actuate movement in an immersive virtual environment, presented as a game. Various
essential parameters such as time taken to grasp the objects and movement information are
stored and monitored for analysis. The authors claim that the system has proven capable
of restoring hand function in the feasibility study and requires further work to integrate the
system with traditional rehabilitation protocols. Alimanova et al. propose a similar solution in [10]. In this case, they use leap motion sensors to capture various gestures by the
participants. The gestures actuate movement in an immersive virtual environment. Custom
gamified virtual activities are designed around hand functions such as grasping 3D objects
and moving in the virtual space. The primary focus of this approach is to utilize the capabilities of Leap motion controller technology in conjunction with VR to help straighten
and train hand muscles for daily life activities. As a result of this focus on creating a robust
and immersive virtual environment, both [9] and [10], do not place much emphasis on solid
metrics for qualitative assessment of hand movement. In addition to VR-based approaches,
Augmented reality (AR) based methods have also gained traction in recent years. Hondori et
al. in [11] present a spatial AR-based system aimed at arm rehabilitation. The system tracks
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a participant’s hand movement on a tabletop surface via a camera. An AR activity space
is projected onto the tabletop. The participant interacts with the superimposed objects on
the surface. For instance, one of the designed activities involves the participant pretending
to pour from a coffee mug onto the tabletop to analyze Pronation or Supination of the wrist.
Based on the extent of the tilt, a blue circle is projected on the surface to simulate a real
pouring action. The changes in the size of the circle are monitored to analyze the quality of
motion. Similarly, hand coordination is evaluated by providing virtual boxes on the tabletop
that generate an audio tone upon touch. The system can incorporate activities designed toward hand function, such as grasping, pointing, speed, and smoothness, along with custom
metrics to evaluate the function.
Gu et al. in [12] Present a home-based physical therapy system called ExerciseCheck, which
is compatible with various sources for pose estimation data such as deep learning models or
Kinect. As part of their work, they evaluate whether current deep learning models designed
for Human Pose Estimation (HPE) on RGB input can give estimates on joint positions that
are sufficiently accurate and granular so that they can be incorporated into rehabilitation
systems. They discuss the tradeoffs and shortcomings of each pose estimation approach.
The second part of their work involves the implementation of Exercisecheck, which involves
a system where a physical trainer (PT) and a patient are paired together. The patient is
taught the rehabilitation exercise. Once the patient has learned the movement, a reference
trajectory is saved using any one of the pose estimation techniques. The patient performs
the activity over time, and movement data is shared with the PT. The patient’s progress
is tracked over time by updating the reference trajectory from time to time to capture the
improvement and raise the bar of expectation. They record positive results when applied
in the context of Parkinson’s disease. Bakar et al. [13] Present a hand rehabilitation system Implemented as a hand deviation exercise. The authors claim the system improves the
hand’s mobility and reduces the pains (focused on exercise therapy). Hand tracking and
finger detection methods (along with Kinect) are used in this hand rehabilitation system.
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2.1

Challenges with current methods
While each of the works discussed above provides a creative approach to address various

aspects of hand rehabilitation (required due to various health conditions), several issues
remain unaddressed. Some of the issues are elaborated below:
2.1.1

Is the quality of experience improved holistically?

A majority of the virtual hand rehabilitation models associate improvement of rehabilitation experience as a significant factor considered in the system design. While the usage
of these approaches has seemingly yielded positive feedback from participants, it is evident
that the intrusive nature of the equipment used to implement the models is downplayed.
The robotic or sensor-based systems are equipment-intensive and there has not been enough
study to determine whether such equipment impacts the quality of hand function. Notably,
the unusual equipment could also impact the participant’s mindset while performing the
activities.
2.1.2

Can equipment-intensive systems overcome the economic constraints?

Another aspect to consider in the case of robotic and sensor device-based systems is that
because they require equipment that is otherwise not a part of the participant’s daily life,
they can drive up the cost of implementation. Increased cost affects access to the end-user.
This factor is of great importance to consider as most approaches do employ the capabilities
of daily life equipment such as smartphones or smartphone cameras but do not fully exploit
the capabilities of these devices.
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2.1.3

Lack of a baseline standard to define healthy hand function causing
gaps between traditional rehabilitation protocols and the novel techdriven methods

The approaches rely on a person in loop component or novel and custom metrics designed by authors to assess hand function quality. The person-in-loop systems can only serve
to enhance the health practitioner’s diagnosis and create an extensive dependency on this
aspect. The novel approaches tend only to provide a relative change in the participant’s
function over the program duration (from day one to the end of the program). There is no
practical way to compare how a participant progresses with respect to a healthy individual’s
hand function. As a general consequence of these limitations, most proposed systems confine
themselves to preliminary studies conducted over a small population.
Digging deeper into this argument, we observed a lack of robust metrics to assess hand function qualitatively. Therefore, there is also a lack of a baseline standard to represent a healthy
hand function with which the hand function of participation undergoing hand rehabilitation
can be juxtaposed. Therefore, reiterating the goals for this thesis, we aim to establish the
gold standard for hand function and exemplify the utility and potential best practices via
various experiments.
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3 PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY STUDY

As an initial step in the direction of the research goals, we began by exploring a feedbackbased approach to assist hand rehabilitation for post-stroke patients. We aim to present a
model for virtual home-based hand rehabilitation based on the innovative use of mobile cameras. An essential aspect of this model is to evaluate the quality of user experience for the
participants. We developed Mhandrehab: A computer vision and cloud-based desktop application. The purpose of this app is to serve as a self-monitoring tool for hand rehabilitation
progress. Mhandrehab assists the participant via audiovisual cues generated based on their
quality of motion to help them identify areas of improvement as they perform rehabilitation
activities.

3.1

Mhandrehab System Design
Mhandrehab is a lightweight, portable application installed on personal computers. It

uses a smartphone camera connected to the computer via USB to capture video of the
participant performing rehabilitation activities. The app tracks eight unique hand locations
or henceforth referred to as hand keypoints located on the wrist and palm of the participating
hand. These locations are along the four sides of the wrist and palm, as indicated in figure
3.2. The hand keypoints are tracked through the video duration, and the trajectory data
is processed in realtime based on a specialized Jerk metric called Normalized Jerk Score,
explained in chapter 4. This metric provides a smoothness score for a given movement
ranging between 0 to 1 (a set of trajectory points). Based on this score for smoothness,
audiovisual cues: visual message on the app screen, and an audio tone, are presented to the
participant.
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Figure 3.1: Aruco markers for hand tracking

The participant’s data (the recorded video, trajectory data of each hand keypoint, and
the smoothness function across the duration of the video) is uploaded to the cloud upon
completion.
3.1.1

Hand Keypoint tracking using Aruco Markers

Pose estimation or pose tracking is used to gather the trajectory data of each hand
keypoint in the 2D space through the video duration. In order to enable this, Fiducial
markers called Aruco markers [14] are used. Aruco markers, shown in figure 3.1 are markers
similar to QR codes in the sense that each marker denotes a unique numeric value and are
popularly used in augmented reality applications, robot navigation, and localization. Among
the benefits of using these markers is that every marker provides enough correspondences
(its four corners) to obtain the camera pose. Also, the inner binary codification makes
them especially robust, allowing the possibility of applying error detection and correction
techniques.
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The markers are described as a synthetic square markers with a wide black border
and an inner binary matrix (a pattern of black and white) that determines the marker’s
identifier. The Aruco markers come in several size configurations made accessible in sets
called dictionaries.
The vertical view was optimal for capturing the activity tasks based on a thorough evaluation
of various camera angles to detect the Aruco markers. The vertical view involves the camera
positioned flat above the table with the front camera facing down. The optimal height
determined to track the Aruco markers is 14 inches above the activity space.

3.2

Study Design
3.2.1

Study Overview

A minimum of 10 participants with stroke are recruited from various local health institutions. Therapists from these institutions are provided with program flyers to refer
participants to this program.
Inclusion criteria for the study:
1. The participant has to be 18+ years of age and living in the community.
2. Non-cerebellar stroke (4+ months post-stroke).
3. Demonstrate ability to open hand to hold a mug handle and close hand (fingers in
contact with palm).
4. We consider the participant’s ability to hold a conversation over the phone with the
PI to indicate typical mental capacity.
5. The participant should own a working computer or laptop with WiFi.
Exclusion criteria for the study:
1. If the participants report acute or chronic pain that would interfere with participation
in activities.
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2. Severely limited range of motion or contractures of the upper limb that impede upper
limb function.
3. If the participants have musculoskeletal or circulatory conditions that impede upper
limb function, such as vascular disease, tendonitis, cellulitis, severe osteoarthritis or
rheumatoid arthritis, other orthopedic surgeries.
The participants must engage in a two-week home-based training period using the Mhandrehab app and receive realtime feedback on their performance. The training focuses on hand
function activities using different grasp styles and manipulating or transporting items used
in daily life (such as a mug, a pen, or a phone). All activities are performed in a seated
position using the affected hand. Participants are suggested to complete a minimum of 10
repetitions of each activity once a day for five days per week. The goal is to perform tasks
more smoothly and, in less time, than in the previous session. If participants have increased
pain with training, they are asked to stop doing the activities and contact the PI.
3.2.2

Evaluation of user experience

The system usability is evaluated using a usability interview post the duration of the
program and also via SUS (System Usability Scale) [15]. The SUS has been previously
used reliably for assessing the usability of mobile rehabilitation apps and systems [16] and
[17]. The SUS consists of 10 questions, each rated on a 5-point Likert scale, to assess the
participant’s satisfaction with the whole Mhandrehab system.
3.2.3

Activity Description

Based on compatibility with the app and technical considerations such as a reliable
viewing angle and object size. We selected five activities using different daily life objects for
the program. Each of these activities focuses on one kind of grasp. The first activity is to
pick up an empty coffee mug from the activity space (An easily accessible tabletop at home)
and pretend to pour the contents onto the tabletop.
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Figure 3.2: Aruco markers placement on the activity performing hand. Image source: [1]

The pouring action implies a natural inward turn of the wrist. This activity incorporates
a hook grasp. The second activity is to pick up a sodacan and pretend to pour it inwards,
similar to the mug activity. This activity focuses on a cylindrical grasp. The third activity
is picking up a tennis ball, moving it across the table horizontally, and placing it back on
the table. This activity incorporates the power grasp. The fourth activity is to pick up a
playing card and turn it as if to look at the card’s contents and place it back onto the table.
This activity incorporates the hook grasp.
The last activity is to pick up a crayon from the tabletop and pretend to write a short
3-4 letter word and place the crayon back. This activity incorporates the tripod grasp. Each
activity requires the participant to start from a stationary position, placing their palm on
the table.
Similarly, every iteration of an activity performed, henceforth referred to as a trial, ends
with the participant’s palm back at the same position as the start.
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3.3

App Functionality
As mentioned in the system design section, the Aruco markers are placed at eight unique

hand keypoints. The hand keypoints are shown in figure 3.2 and explained below:
1. Along the wrist of participating hand:
(a) Center of the overside of the wrist (the darker side)
(b) The side of the wrist (along the side of the thumb)
(c) The underside of the wrist (the fairer inward side)
(d) The side of the wrist ( along the side of the little finger)
2. Along the Palm of participating hand:
(a) Center of the overside of the palm (the darker side)
(b) The side of the palm (along the side of the thumb)
(c) The underside of the palm (the fairer inward side)
(d) The side of the palm (along the side of the little finger)
The participant puts on the markers as stickers along these 8 locations. The app captures
the activity as video frames as the hand moves. The 2D coordinates of all four corners of
each marker are detected per frame. The center of the marker’s square is derived using the
four corner coordinates. The central coordinates of each marker represent the respective
hand keypoint’s location through the video feed.Figure 3.3 shows the marker detection in
action. We use Normalized Jerk Score (NJS) to evaluate the smoothness of motion. The
raw trajectory coordinates of each hand keypoint are collected in a table and are the input
parameters to calculate the NJS. This function takes a movement (series of trajectory points
along a particular axis) and provides a smoothness score. The minutest interval to calculate
NJS was determined to be for one second based on trial and error.
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Figure 3.3: Aruco marker detection in action

The function effectively converts to 30 trajectory points along either the X or Y axis
since the frame rate for the video feed is set to be 30 frames per second. NJS is plotted
for each hand keypoint for every second of the video. For analysis, all the data is stored
in the cloud along with the video responsible for generating the data. However, conveying
information from 8 realtime parameters is not effective as it can be distracting and confusing
to the participant. Therefore, the following strategies are applied while designing the user
interface.
3.3.1

User Interface Considerations

During initial trials, we observed that the visibility of all the hand keypoints was not
consistent throughout the activities. For example, the overside markers tend to be more
consistent through the video frames when compared to the other hand keypoints due to the
vertical view of the camera and the movement design.
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Based on the above observation and experiments, we determined that the mean NJS,
aggregated from the NJS values of each of the eight hand keypoints for any given second,
sufficiently preserves the individual behavior of NJS noted in the hand keypoints that offer
maximum visibility. The hand keypoints observed to offer the highest visibility are as follows:
1. Center of the overside of the wrist (the darker side)
2. The side of the wrist (along the side of the thumb)
3. Center of the overside of the palm (the darker side)
4. The side of the palm (along the side of the thumb)
This observation made a great case to utilize the Mean NJS to convey the hand movement quality to the participant. It allows for a more straightforward and realtime UI that
does not confuse the participant and is not extensively lossy. It is important to note that
the Back end still preserves the individual hand trajectories and NJS functions for offline
analysis. Figure 3.4 presents a sample function of mean NJS plotted against the duration of
the video feed. The same chart is conveyed in realtime to the user showing the stable and
unstable portions of the activity.
3.3.2

Heuristic to determine the range of smooth movement

With the mean NJS score in place to convey the quality of hand movement, at least 20
trials of each activity were performed by a member of the research team. It was observed that
the mean NJS varies within an approximate range for normal hand movement. Whereas upon
simulating a jerky or unsmooth hand movement, spikes of higher magnitude are registered
for the mean NJS, indicating a significantly higher range of NJS. This behavior indicates
an approximate pattern of mean NJS across the duration of the video. It is also in keeping
with the fact that human hand movement cannot produce a perfect zero NJS in real-life
scenarios, as no individual’s hand function can be entirely perfect.
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Therefore, it is feasible to introduce a threshold value of NJS that encapsulates the
smooth range of movement for an average individual (a person with no history of stroke or
any health condition that impedes them from performing the listed activities).
Upon examining the scientific literature about the usage of NJS, we found that no
defined baseline standard effectively represents a healthy individual’s hand function using
NJS as a metric. This lack of gold standard data to robustly identify a healthy individual’s
hand function highlights the need to explore the second goal of this research, which is to
create the gold standard representation to distinguish and compare the hand function quality
of a neuro-atypical participant with a healthy person.
As a result, for the preliminary test of the hypothesis, the same 20 trials for each
activity performed by the research member were used to determine a threshold of smooth
hand function. In order to create this threshold, the mean NJS (calculated across the
duration of the video) for each trial was averaged to create the threshold NJS pertaining
to the respective activity. As a result, five threshold NJS values were extracted from the
performed trials. This threshold NJS is shown as a horizontal line in the chart, where the
area below the threshold is categorized as the range for smooth hand function, whereas the
area above the line is categorized as the range for unstable movement.
3.3.3

Audio Visual Cues

With the Heuristic to evaluate the overall smoothness of the hand function set, cues
were designed in the app to provide feedback to the participant.
Video Cue The video cue involves the display of the realtime chart in which the
smooth range of motion is color-coded. As the participant’s NJS exceeds this threshold, a
brief and clear color-coded message is conveyed to the participant. If the movement is smooth
for a given second, ’GOING GOOD!’ is conveyed. If the movement is unstable, ’JERKY
MOTION!’ is conveyed. The message can update every second based on the quality of the
activity.
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Figure 3.4: App interface conveying real time feedback

Audio Cue Corresponding to the change in video cue, an audio tone (similar to a
’beep’ tone) is generated every time the participant’s NJS registers a spike above the smooth
range. The main reason for providing this cue is that the participants are not expected to
constantly look at the app screen while performing the activity. It can influence the quality
of hand function and potentially shift focus towards the app rather than on the activity.
Therefore, the audio cue enables the participant to identify parts of the activity to improve
while periodically referring to the video cues. For the same reason, the video cues are kept
minimal and brief.
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3.4

Challenges for implementation
Based on the design considerations described above, Mhandrehab has been developed

and is ready to be deployed. The recruitment process of stroke patients is underway, and
the requisite flyers have been handed out to various health institutions locally. The lack of
gold standard data to represent healthy adults is a significant hurdle to address among the
challenges and goals described for this pilot study. The lack of such a standard prevents us
from setting a solid and reliable threshold value for mean NJS. Therefore the subsequent
chapters of this thesis are aimed at fulfilling this need and present:
1. A step by step methodology to generate this gold standard representation of a healthy
adult’s hand function.
2. Establish Normalized Jerk Score as the baseline metric to compare an individual’s hand
function.
3. Identify the features of the gold standard representation.
4. Compare a set of healthy adults’ hand functions based on the features identified in
point two.
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4 NORMALIZED JERK SCORE

Movement jerk, the time rate of change of acceleration or the third derivative of displacement, reportedly categorizes the quality of movement execution and reflects the quality
of motion. Yan et al. in [18] have proposed that movement jerk is an essential variable in
reflecting the characteristic of children’s overarm throwing. The common measure of movement Jerk involves integrating the square of Absolute jerk j over time. Movement duration
has an impact on it. Furthermore, the authors also point in [18] to Kitazawa et al.’s work
in [19] that outlines procedures to remove the influence of movement length and duration,
thereby computing the Normalized Jerk. In order to achieve this, the time integral of squared
jerk (length2 /duration5 ) is divided by the (length2 /duration5 ) of the movement.
Normalized Jerk is, therefore, a unit-free metric is an effective metric to categorize deviation
from a smooth movement [20]. Based on this, we propose to use Normalized Jerk, also referred to as Normalized Jerk Score (NJS), as the baseline metric to evaluate the smoothness
of hand function in this thesis. The equation for NJS is provided in equation 4.1.
s
N ormalizedJerk =

1/2

Z
j 2 (t) ∗ (duration5 /length2 )dt

(4.1)

We define length as the displacement of the movement and the duration as the time
taken to perform the movement in seconds. We expand upon this context in the next
section. Normalized Jerk Score has been used in various domains to reflect on the movement
smoothness. Teulings et al. in [21] used NJS to reflect on deficits in Parkinson’s patients’
fine motor coordination of the finger, wrist, and arm. Fukui et al. in [22] have used NJS to
analyze hand movement quality in autistic children. Choi et al. in [23] used NJS to evaluate
the differences in the movement quality of professional golfers versus amateur golfers by
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comparing the relationship between the NJS of body joints to NJS of club heads. Turolla et
al. [24] present a feasibility study that uses a haptic device and a VR environment to analyze
various metrics associated with hand movement like jerk and acceleration and establish the
feasibility of such an approach.

4.1

Understanding NJS calculation for the designed activities
We calculate NJS for a movement where a textitmovement implies performing an action

in a given duration of time. For example, if we consider the mug activity described in chapter
3, then we can categorize the stages of mug activity as follows:
1. Start with hand in the stationary rest position of tabletop
2. Move the hand to grasp the mug handle
3. Pick up the mug and lift it vertically.
4. After reaching the designated height, turn the mug inwards to pretend to pour the
contents out.
5. retrace the movement back to placing the mug on the table.
6. Move hand back to the stationary rest position as at the beginning of the trial.
One should note that we can categorize a movement as the entirety of all the six steps
involved in performing the activity, ranging between 8-14 seconds of duration in practice.
We can also categorize the movement to be a subpart of the activity. For example, consider
the second part, where the participant moves to grasp the mug. In either case, we measure
the duration in seconds.
The length or displacement of the movement is just a series of trajectory points for the given
hand location. For instance, if we track the wrist keypoint’s movement using 2D (X, Y)
Cartesian coordinates through a video, we will have a series of trajectory points along the X
and Y axes describing the length or displacement of the movement. These trajectory points
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are continuous and captured every consecutive frame.
We set the frame rate for the video feed to be 30 frames per second. So for each hand keypoint
tracked, 30 trajectory points along each axis are captured every second. By this measure,
if, for example, the seconds part of the mug activity comprises 4 seconds of duration, then
a given hand keypoint is tracked for 120 frames resulting in 120 trajectory points in the 2D
plane.
The NJS functionality implemented in this thesis is invariant to the medium of hand keypoint
tracking. Upon several experiments and analyzing the NJS patterns for the complete activity
trials and various sections of the trials, we determined that the ideal rate to capture the NJS
is per second. Therefore, at any instance, NJS is calculated for 30 trajectory points which
comprise the displacement for the respective hand keypoint within that one-second duration.
As a result, we plot NJS against time at an interval of one second. For any given activity
trial, the number of NJS samples will be approximately equal to the duration of the video
in seconds. This approximation accounts for the occasional dropped frames while collecting
the video feed.
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5 METHODOLOGY

The primary starting point is the identified lack of Gold standard data to represent a
healthy individual’s hand function. It is a crucial deficit as the conclusions or results obtained
based on Mhandrehab or any other medium of hand keypoint tracking need this reference
of a healthy hand movement to compare how a neuro-atypical person’s data would differ.
It is essential to mark the progress of hand function recovery with respect to a well-defined
normal. The focus of most current methods is on marking a participant’s progress from the
first day of the intervention to the last day, making it a relative improvement. Having the
gold standard for a healthy individual’s hand function will enable a holistic analysis of hand
rehabilitation progress.
With the above requirement in mind, we define the methodology to realize this gold standard
of hand function in the following stages. In the subsequent sections, we go through each of
the five stages in detail:
1. Data collection: Collect data from healthy adults above 18 and below 65.
2. Data analysis: Analyze each participant’s hand function quality using NJS
3. Feature extraction: Extract a robust set of features to represent the hand function
efficiently
4. Healthy Adult Comparison experiments: Compare the healthy participants’ hand function quality with each other using the extracted feature set
5. Considerations to establish the gold standard: Establish the gold standard representation based on the extracted features.
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Figure 5.1: Activity descriptions

5.1

Data collection
Since our approach is primarily data-driven, in this stage, we design a pilot study to

gather hand function data from healthy individuals, similar to our initial pilot study with
the Mhandrehab app. We structure this study around a set of 5 daily life activities using
readily available objects. Each of these activities focuses on one type of grasp. Each activity
is performed sitting comfortably upright in front of a table.
5.1.1

Activity design

The activity design is very similar to the activities in the preliminary feasibility study
and the requirement for each activity is shown in figure 5.1.
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5.1.2

Collection method

The analysis associated with each participant’s performance is post participation, and
therefore, the data is collected as videos from smartphone cameras. The mechanism involves
video collection from 4 smartphone cameras placed at the angles described below:
1. Vertical view: This view involves the smartphone’s primary camera facing down vertically from 21 inches over the tabletop.
2. Horizontal left view: This view involves the camera placed on the participant’s left side
facing towards the right (through the activity space). The camera is placed 13 inches
above the tabletop.
3. Horizontal right view: This view involves the camera placed on the participant’s right
side facing towards the left (through the activity space). The camera is placed 13
inches above the tabletop.
4. Front view: This view involves the camera in front of the participant at a distance
of 32 inches, focused on the activity space (with an approximate 120-degree tilt). We
exercise caution to avoid capturing the facial features of the participant throughout
the program. Data collection is an anonymized process. Therefore, we made sure that
no personally identifiable face features get recorded.
The left and right camera angles are placed 28 inches apart. All four angles focus on
the activity space and ensure minimum interference possible with the other angles. The
participant is provided with a designated activity space on a blue-colored mat with the
ideal region to perform each activity marked on the mat and explained to them. Figure 5.2
provides a visual of the activity setup.
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Figure 5.2: Experiment setup: 1. Controlled lighting over activity space using circular light
2. Participant performs activity seated comfortably upright 3. Smartphones cameras used to
capture video

5.1.3

Study design

Unlike in the preliminary feasibility study, the program design for data collection is
not two week period. Since there is no intervention aspect involved with an already healthy
adult, the program is a single-time participation event with the voluntary option of returning.
This program’s exclusion criteria involve participants with prior history of stroke or muscular
impairments preventing them from performing daily life activities. The collected data from
each participant is anonymized. Any personally identifiable features are eliminated from the
video feed. The following are the salient components of the program:
1. Each participant visits the venue of the program once.
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2. The participant is provided with the description of each activity to be performed.
3. The participant is provided with the appropriate consent forms, AV release form, and
a demographic survey form comprising questions about the person’s generic lifestyle.
4. The participant is duly informed about data anonymization and is assured of privacy
preservation
5. The participant is provided with a designated table and a height-adjustable chair.
Each activity requires the participant to be seated comfortably upright with the table
at a convenient height. The participant is required to perform the activity with their
primary hand. In the event of ambidexterity, the participant is allowed to choose their
performing hand.
6. Once seated and ready to perform, the participant performs every activity a minimum
of 10 times. Each repetition is referred as a trial.
7. each set of trials is performed consecutively. For example, ten trials of mug activity
are followed by ten trials of the sodacan activity.
8. The order of performance is not mandated.
5.1.4

Demographic survey and consent

Prior to taking part in the program, the participants are handed three forms. The first
form contains the research description and the program goals and requirements. Following
this, the participants are provided with a checkmark option to indicate their consent to participate in the activity. The consent form also conveys the participant’s right to withdraw
from the program at any point in time. The second form is an AV release form which seeks
consent to use the multimedia content like the video samples or the comprising individual
image frames of the video for publication.
The last form is the demographic survey form handed to each participant. This form com-
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prises high-level questions about the participant’s daily lifestyle. The form includes the
following questions:
1. Participant’s age. For this research we categorize participants into three age groups,
namely:
(a) Young adults (activities coded as:

ya-participant-number activityname-trial-

number)
This age group ranges from 18 to 35 years of age
(b) Middle-aged adults (activities coded as: ma-participant-number activitynametrial-number)
This age group ranges between 36 to 55 years of age.
(c) senior-aged adults (activities coded as: ya-participant-number activityname-trialnumber).
This age group ranges between 56 to 80 years of age.
2. Gender of the participant.
This is useful to understand the gender-based distribution of the participants.
3. Is the participant left-handed or right-handed.
4. How often does the participant exercise per week. The provided ranges are:
(a) 1-3 hours.
(b) 4-6 hours.
(c) 7-10 hours.
(d) Above 10 hours.
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5.1.5

Upgrading the hand keypoint tracking medium

Upon experimenting with the Aruco markers during the preliminary feasibility study,
we identified several limitations despite the advantages provided by Aruco marker tracking.
The limitations are listed below:
1. Aruco markers are highly sensitive to the lighting conditions.
2. The above effect is compounded when tracking small-sized Aruco markers, for example,
2cm ×2cm.
3. As a result, despite a reasonable tracking capability, the number of frames lost due to
markers being obscured is very high.
4. It has been observed that due to this loss of frames, the range of NJS is relatively high
even for healthy individuals, as the lossy inputs influence the nature of the NJS curve
with respect to time.
5. The Aruco marker system fails to provide a high resolution of insights owing to only
eight markers being deemed robust enough to be placed on the hand. For example,
this results in losing information about the finger movement.
6. The Aruco markers do not employ Artificial intelligence to track markers. It makes
them lightweight; however, it also implies that each marker ID is tracked individually.
It places a heavy responsibility on the participant to ensure the markers are placed on
the intended parts of the hand. This is difficult for the researchers to control despite
the correct labeling on the provided sticker sheet.
7. The system is still somewhat intrusive considering the overarching aim of achieving a
non-intrusive hand rehabilitation system.
We, therefore, considered other approaches for hand tracking to overcome the listed
limitations. Based on experimentation, we selected Mediapipe hands pipeline [25] as the
hand tracking model.
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Figure 5.3: Mediapipe Hands

Mediapipe is a lightweight machine learning and computer vision-based pose tracking
tool designed by Google. The hand tracking pipeline of this tool provides a robust method
to track 21 unique hand keypoints ranging from the wrist to the fingertips. Mediapipe
provides a much higher insight resolution as it tracks 21 unique landmarks on the hand.
This is a significant improvement from the eight unique locations tracked in the Aruco
model. The tracking is displayed by drawing a virtual skeletal overlay on the hand. The
21 hand keypoints are plotted as circular dots throughout the hand and connected via lines
resembling the shape of the hand. Since Mediapipe is a supervised and extensively trained
model, it is more robust to external conditions like lighting and skin tones. Importantly,
Mediapipe is entirely non-intrusive as it follows the Augmented reality approach of virtually
creating the visual overlays and recording the raw trajectory. This goes a long way in
achieving a completely non-intrusive way to administer virtual hand rehabilitation. The
recorded trajectory includes 3 Dimensional data out of the box, where x and y represent the
image width and height, respectively, while the z-axis represents the depth of the landmark
with respect to the position of the wrist. Detailed identification of the hand landmarks is
provided in figure 5.3.
With the above gains in mind, subsequent experimentation and development were done
using the Mediapipe hand-tracking model in place of the Aruco model.
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5.2

Data Analysis
We consider every activity as a combination of sub-actions that constitute the overall

motion for analysis. The following are the high-level sub-actions comprising each activity:
1. Starting from the rest position on the tabletop, move the hand to grasp the object.
2. Lift the object vertically.
3. Perform the action in the air.
4. Place the object back on the table (either by retracing movement or placing the object
down where the auction finishes.
5. Move the hand back to rest position as it was at the start.
As we will see in the subsequent sections and chapter 6, this division of activities into
sub-parts helps identify activity parts that can register high feedback regarding the jerkiness
of motion. The baseline metric to analyze each participant’s hand function quality is the
NJS. We established in chapter 4 that the NJS function implemented for experiments is
invariant to the medium of hand tracking. Therefore no new changes are made to the NJS
implementation concerning Mediapipe hand tracking.

The fundamental step after data collection involves converting raw trajectory data for
each hand keypoint into a function of NJS with respect to the duration of the video. Therefore, in the first step of the analysis, three charts comprising NJS for each hand keypoint are
generated for a given video corresponding to each dimension. The NJS charts are analyzed
visually to understand any high-level hand keypoint patterns. An example NJS chart is
shown in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: NJS plotted against time for a given hand keypoint

Following are some of the high-level observations drawn from the NJS charts for each
activity:
1. The NJS values are, on an average, very low for healthy adults and are lower than
degree 10-4 .
2. The NJS function does not exhibit a volatile pattern of highs and lows for healthy
adults.
3. Each hand keypoint behaves differently based on where the hand keypoint is located,
how it contributes to the activity, and its proximity to the other hand keypoints.
4. There are specific high points in time for every participant. The timestamp varies for
each participant but corresponds to specific actions for a given activity. For example,
in figure 5.4, the mug activity registers a small spike between the second timestamp to
the fourth timestamp before gradually lowering towards the end.
We correlate the NJS function for each hand keypoint to all the other hand keypoints
to validate the hypotheses. This analysis helps to understand whether there is a pattern
between hand keypoints behaving similarly to one another for a given activity.
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Figure 5.5: Sample keypoint correlation heatmap for a trial of mug activity along X axis

Figure 5.5 shows a sample heatmap for keypoint correlation for a video trial belonging
to mug activity along the X-axis. We used Pearson correlation for the purpose (described in
the following sections). The values in the heatmap range between -1 and +1.
Based on the analysis for all the five activities, we made the following observations were
made:
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1. Hand key points that are close during the activity, i.e., move much closer to one another
than the remaining hand keypoints, tend to exhibit a similar NJS curve and higher
correlation.
2. For every finger, the end keypoints, namely TIP, DIP, or IP, exhibit an individual
behavior. The MCP and PIP keypoints tend to replicate the behavior of the end
keypoints or register relatively lower feedback based on where they are located.
(a) If the PIP and MCP keypoints belong to the finger participating in the activity,
then the hand keypoints are comparatively more benign as they do not register
high feedback.
(b) If the keypoints belong to the non-participating hand, the behavior is closely
correlated to the TIP and DIP hand keypoints.
3. Point 2 leads us to hypothesize that it is possible to expect that the hand function of all
the 21 hand keypoints can be approximated effectively by observing a subset of hand
key points based on the activity design. The experimental results section explores this
hypothesis in detail.

5.3

Feature Extraction
As seen in the data analysis phase, the insights provided by representing a video trial

as a function of NJS for each hand key point and the duration of the respective video trial,
a significant amount of insights can be derived from the hand function quality of a given
participant. This makes an interesting case to consider representation as the way to represent
a participant’s activity. The representation, however, suffers from the variability introduced
by the duration of the video. No two participants will perform a given activity precisely
alike in the real-world scenario. This even applies to multiple trials performed by a single
participant. Therefore, representing a video trial solely as a 21xN dimensional feature set,
where the N represents the duration of the video in seconds, is not very generalizable and
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robust. There is a need to derive robust features which are not vulnerable to localized aspects,
such as time taken to perform the activity and speed of movement (which has implications
on the duration), yet provide an insightful and robust representation of a participant’s hand
function.
Instead of relying on automation to convert the 21xN feature set to a more robust format, we
elected to apply a more conscious approach to analyze the data from the NJS charts. Based
on the analysis thus far, we have established that NJS, our baseline metric, exhibits unique
characteristics for various hand keypoints. Therefore we derive a set of 18 statistical features
that can strongly characterize the NJS function of each hand keypoint and is invariant to the
different duration of an activity. The focus of this feature set is to capture every statistical
insight relevant for analysis and compactly provide the same. These statistical features are
shown in table 5.1. As evident from the description of each feature, the features are focused
on deriving the most important statistical insights from the NJS charts. Features 5, 6, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 capture how the highest or lowest NJS values and the aggregated
NJS values (mean and median NJS) vary. Feature 18 essentially packs the duration of the
video as a feature, thereby eliminating the dependency on the duration video.
As a result, we now have a 21x18 dimensional feature set to represent a participant’s hand
function along each axis. This feature set is robust and preserves the quality of hand function
data without being vulnerable to the localized variations of individual participants.
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1

Maximum NJS value

2

Minimum NJS value

3

Timestamp of the maximum NJS value’s occurrence

4

Timestamp of the minimum NJS value’s occurrence

5

Number of NJS values occurring before the Maximum NJS value

6

Number of NJS values occurring after the Maximum NJS value

7

Mean NJS value

8

Median NJS value

9

Count of values occurring between mean and median NJS that occur before max
NJS value’s timestamp

10

Count of values occurring between mean and median NJS that occur after max NJS
value’s timestamp

11

Count of values occurring between minimum NJS value and the first NJS value of
the chart that occur before max NJS value’s Timestamp

12

Count of values occurring between minimum NJS value and the first NJS value of
the chart that occur after max NJS value’s Timestamp

13

Count of values occurring between mean NJS value and the max NJS value

14

Count of values occurring between mean NJS value and the min NJS value

15

Count of values occurring between median NJS value and the max NJS value

16

Count of values occurring between median NJS value and the min NJS value

17

Number of peak points. In this case a peak point is defined as an NJS point in time
where the preceding NJS value and and the succeeding NJS value are lesser than
the point in question.

18

Total number of NJS points. This value is approximately equal to the duration of
the video in seconds, as there will be as many NJS points per hand keypoint.
Table 5.1: Table of 18 statistical features extracted to represent hand function
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5.4

Healthy adult comparison experiments
The experimental results chapter utilizes the 21x18 features and various experimental

considerations to compare the healthy adults’ hand function data. For comparison, Pearson
Correlation and Cosine Similarity metrics are used. The hypothesis is that the healthy
adult population should exhibit a high Correlation with each other (likewise for the Cosine
Similarity) owing to the carefully monitored activities resulting in similar patterns of NJS.
5.4.1

Pearson Correlation

Pearson correlation is a measure of linear correlation between two sets of data. It is
defined as the ratio of the covariance of two variables to the product of their standard deviations. It is a normalized measure of covariance and lies between -1 and +1.
For comparison, each video trial represented as 21×18 matrix primarily is correlated with
every other video trial. Each participant’s data is clubbed together to analyze the intraparticipant correlation and the inter-participant correlation. The formula for Pearson’s Correlation is shown in equation 5.1:

σ(X, Y ) = Cov(X, Y )/σxσy
5.4.2

(5.1)

Cosine Similarity

Cosine similarity is another distance-based metric that measures similarity between two
sequences of numbers. Cosine similarity is defined as the cosine distance between the two
sequences, where each sequence is seen as a vector in the inner product space. Cosine similarity does not depend on the magnitude of the vectors. Instead only depends on the angle
between the two vectors, thereby making it a better metric for our task in comparison with
metrics like Euclidean distance.
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It is also understood that the Cosine similarity metric is closely related to the Pearson Correlation metric. Therefore, applying this metric also helps to validate whether the
feature-set is consistent across similar metrics. The comparison method is similar to that in
correlation, and each video trial is flattened into a vector post in which cosine similarity is
computed between the vectors. The equation for Cosine similarity is shown in equation5.2

Sc(A, B) := cos(Θ) = A.B/ ∥A∥ ∥B∥

5.5

(5.2)

Considerations to establish the gold standard
In the process of establishing the gold standard representation, various experiments are

conducted to validate the hypotheses presented in the sections above. Based on the results
of these experiments, the gold standard representation for a healthy adult’s hand function
is established.
These experiments are namely:
1. Comparison of participants using the listed metrics by representing their video trials
as 21x18 feature matrices.
2. Identification of a consistent subset of 9 features empirically from the 18 features to
approximate the behavior of all the 18 features for the same comparison. This is
elaborated in the experimental results section.
3. Approximating the 21 hand keypoints using a subset of 11 hand key points identified
for non-participation or partial participation.
4. Upon success with experiments 2 and 3, combine the two approaches to identify
whether the compact subset of features is a robust enough representation for hand
function.
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6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Twenty-six participants’ data were collected, comprising twenty-four right-handed participants and two left-handed participants. All of the participants involved in the study
belong to the young adult category. As specified in chapter 5, video trials are denoted in
the format ’ya’number activitynameandtrialnumber. The videos of each activity’s trials for
each of the four camera angles were converted into the 21×18 feature representation. Each
participant’s data is compared with every other participant’s data using Pearson Correlation and Cosine Similarity for every activity. The complete dataset is every trial that a
participant performed for a given activity. After processing the videos and eliminating any
unwanted effects of mistakes in performance, removing any identifiable features captured or
even technical problems such as lighting or background, a minimum of 8 video trials per
activity were finalized for each participant. Some participants could also have over 10 video
trials for an activity. As a result, the comparison involved the following number of trials in
total for each activity:
1. Mug activity : 280 video trials
2. Ball activity : 268 video trials
3. Sodacan activity : 264 video trials
4. Crayon activity : 290 video trials
5. Card activity : 279 video trials
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Figure 6.1: The three axes determined for the vertical view

6.1

The three dimensions or axes for the vertical view:

1. X-axis: Along the width of the input video frame. This axis translates to the vertical
axis towards the front view camera from the participant’s point of view.
2. Y-axis: Along the height of the input video frame. This axis translates to the horizontal
axis spanning from the left camera to the right camera from the participant’s point of
view.
3. Z-axis: Along the depth of the input video frame. This axis translates to the vertical
top-down axis from the vertical camera lens to the activity space.
Figure 6.1 shows the three axes for the activity space and the input frame.
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6.2

Identifying the suitable camera angle to capture Video trials
We captured the video trials from four camera angles to explore the ideal angle suitable

for the task. We noted the following concerns and tradeoffs associated with each camera
angle:
1. Front camera angle: This angle is the most vulnerable of the four camera angles.
(a) Mediapipe hand-tracking model relies on tracking the WRIST hand keypoint first,
followed by the hand keypoints forming the palm before implementing holistic
tracking. Due to this requirement, the front camera angle causes a relatively
excessive loss of video frames (when tracking is not feasible).
(b) The poor tracking results are due to the performing hand obscuring the WRIST
keypoint due to the parallel view (which only sees the front side of the fist).
(c) Secondly, except for the crayon activity and the card activity, the object sizes are
large enough to obscure the fist. Therefore, tracking is lost in significant parts of
the video making the observations inconclusive.
(d) This angle carries the high risk of exposing personally identifiable features of the
participant. Therefore, it requires additional emphasis to prevent the same.
(e) We recommend applying this camera angle for activities involving relatively small
objects and preferably requiring the hand facing downwards to ensure the visibility
of the palm. Please keep in mind the above concerns during implementations.
2. Left camera angle: This camera angle is fairly robust in tracking. It is, however, vulnerable to background noise in the video, especially with an uncontrolled background.
Secondly, the left camera angle is more stable in capturing the left-handed participants,
as the less obscured hand results in robust tracking. This bias in terms of handedness
invariant tracking makes it unsuitable for preliminary experiments, however, are notes
to implement these angles for future systems in practice.
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3. Right camera angle: This angle exhibits the same behavior as the left angle, except it
favors hand tracking for the right-handed participants.
4. Vertical camera angle: This camera angle is the most stable angle to capture the video
trials for the healthy participants. The following points reflect on this choice:
(a) The vertical camera angle is an unbiased view for left and right-handed participants as it captures the same hand parts for both types of participants.
(b) The top-down view facing the tabletop allows for creating a stable background
(activity space) using a blue mat and controlled lighting conditions.
(c) This camera angle ensures that apart from the participating hand, no personally
identifiable participant features make their way into the video capture under any
circumstances.
(d) The only tradeoff associated with this angle is the additional need for a phone
clamp and a circular table light to control the lighting. We overlook this tradeoff
at this stage as the focus is primarily on identifying the best representation for
healthy hand function.
Based on the above considerations, we deem the vertical angle preferable for the upcoming experiments, and the subsequent sections imply results for the vertical angle only.

6.3

Comparing the participants using the entire feature-set (video trial :
(21×18 dimensional matrix)
The following subsections compare each activity along each axis when using the complete

feature-set to represent the participants. Figures 1 to 15 (see Appendix) show the correlation
heatmaps for each activity along the three dimensions. The heatmaps are of the dimension:
T×T where T represents the number of video trials for the respective activity spanning
across the participants. Figures 16 to 30 show the Cosine similarity heatmaps for the same
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set. In this configuration, the entire feature set of 21×18 dimensions is used to represent a
video trial.
6.3.1

Observations for Correlation and Cosine similarity using 21×18 feature set

There is a high correlation between the healthy adults’ mug activity performance along
the three axes, seen in figures 1, 2, 3 indicated by a high volume of correlation values close to
+1. We found that the Y-axis shows a more pronounced mixed correlation between the three
axes. We attributed it to activity design that does not guarantee uniformity in movement
along the three axes. Furthermore, physical factors could also influence the results, such as
the size of the participant’s hand can impact the range of movement along specific axes.
There exist occasional outliers visible as streaks of uncorrelated or comparatively less correlated trials for many participants. An important observation is that these streaks of low
or possibly negative correlation are not localized to specific participants entirely. The lower
positive correlation arises in a minor subset of trials within a participant and cascades across
several such participants. We examined the trials flagged as less correlated thoroughly to
ascertain that this behavior is not caused by any technical flaw in capturing video data.
Therefore, we conclude that the mixed or relatively lesser correlation is attributed to some
features being sensitive to subtle variation in the hand function quality of the participants.
The heatmaps for Cosine similarity suggest identical behavior as the correlation heatmaps
for each activity along the three dimensions. The noted effects are rather more pronounced
using this metric.
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6.4

Notes on feature selection based on analysis
6.4.1

Note 1: Identifying a subset of stable features for comparison instead
of using all the 18 features

Based on the analysis of the correlation results using the complete feature set, we observe that some of the features are certainly more sensitive to the variation between various
trials than others. Since the video trials were processed and filtered prior to performing the
analysis, we ascertained that any variation between the trials solely represents the performance quality, which includes characteristics such as duration of the activity and speed of
performance, grip, and grip stability. In order to understand how each feature contributes
to the resulting overall correlation, we studied correlation based on each feature individually
for the given 21 hand keypoints. Examples of heatmaps corresponding to the consistent and
highly sensitive features are shown in figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
Upon analyzing the individual feature correlation, we identified a subset of 9 behaviorally
consistent features and not over-sensitive to variation in the localized factors of each video
trial. These nine features are presented in table 6.1. It is notable how the susceptible features’ heatmaps present certain correlations values in grey in figures 6.3, 6.4. These are
invalid correlation values and occur when the feature column comprises an entirely static
(unchanged) value for all hand keypoints. Since the correlation calculation involves a product of standard deviations in the denominator, the unchanged values result in the product of
standard deviations being zero—subsequently, division by zero results in invalid correlation
values.
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Figure 6.2: Example of correlation for a consistent feature: mean NJS
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Figure 6.3: Example of correlation for a highly sensitive feature: Timestamp for minimum
NJS value
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Figure 6.4: Example of a feature with resulting in invalid correlation: Number of samples
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1

Maximum NJS value

2

Minimum NJS value

3

Mean NJS value

4

Median NJS value

5

Count of values occurring between mean and median NJS that occur after max
NJS value’s timestamp

6

Count of values occurring between mean NJS value and the max NJS value

7

Count of values occurring between mean NJS value and the min NJS value

8

Count of values occurring between median NJS value and the max NJS value

9

Count of values occurring between median NJS value and the min NJS value

Table 6.1: Table of 9 consistent statistical features identified to represent hand function

Among the 18 statistical features, we observe that two features, shown in table 6.3 result
in a majority of invalid correlations consistently. Due to this, we eliminate these features
from consideration for gold standard representation. The remaining seven features found
to be sensitive to variation between video trials are tabulated in table 6.2. We hypothesize
that the seven features in table 6.2 could be potentially helpful in tracking the progress
of a participant through a more extended duration hand rehabilitation program. The high
sensitivity to variation in healthy participants suggests a possibility that these features might
present a sharper picture of the un-correlatedness when applied to neuro-atypical participants
in the future. Therefore it is a possibility that any change in the correlation values throughout
the rehabilitation program could quantify progress. Validating this hypothesis is beyond the
scope of this thesis but is a future direction to explore.
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1

Timestamp of the maximum NJS value’s occurrence

2

Timestamp of the minimum NJS value’s occurrence

3

Number of NJS values occurring before the Maximum NJS value

4

Number of NJS values occurring after the Maximum NJS value

5

Count of values occurring between mean and median NJS that occur before
max NJS value’s timestamp

6

Count of values occurring between minimum NJS value and the first NJS value
of the chart that occur before max NJS value’s Timestamp

7

Count of values occurring between minimum NJS value and the first NJS value
of the chart that occur after max NJS value’s Timestamp
Table 6.2: Table of remaining features that are volatile to minute variations

1

Number of peak points. In this case a peak point is defined as an NJS point
in time where the preceding NJS value and and the succeeding NJS value are
lesser than the point in question.

2

Total number of NJS points. This value is approximately equal to the duration
of the video in seconds, as there will be as many NJS points per hand keypoint.

Table 6.3: Table of 3 features that can potentially result in invalid values entirely due to
static values

6.4.2

Note 2: Exploring whether a subset of hand keypoints effectively
represent hand function in place of 21 hand keypoints

Based on an extensive visual analysis of each activity’s hand function and the hand
keypoint correlation for each activity, as mentioned in chapter 5, we discovered that we
could categorize the 21 hand keypoints as participating or non-participating hand keypoints
for a given activity. At a high level, this discovery is in line with the fact that not all fingers
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necessarily take part in every activity owing to specific grasp styles. It is confirmed by
analyzing the NJS charts for each hand keypoint that there is an evident conforming pattern
between the hand keypoints based on whether the keypoint is participating. The NJS charts
further convey that the non-participating finger keypoints register a higher variation in
the NJS through the duration of the video. Due to non-participation, this set of fingers is
relatively free-flowing in space. As a result, the jerkiness in motion is much more pronounced
in these locations. On the other hand, the set of fingers contributing to the activity are
afforded stability owing to the grip itself. This behavior is consistent across all healthy
participants of the program and all activities. Based on this, we suggest the possibility
of using a subset of hand keypoints to represent the entire 21 keypoints. Since the nonparticipating fingers provide much detailed feedback, identifying constant non-participating
hand keypoints across the five activities, we hypothesize that we could approximate the
behavior of all 21 hand keypoints combined. Selecting such hand keypoints can differ based
on the activity design. The results obtained by applying this note merely indicate possible
results and require access to more data to be conclusive.
6.4.3

Defining a heuristic to determine the effectiveness of each feature
selection note

In order to check whether incorporating either of the feature selection notes (or both
together) yields improved results or sustains similar results compared with using 21×18
feature-set, We define heuristics to assess the impact of the notes quantitatively. In the later
sections of this chapter, we elaborate on these approaches and explain the impact using the
subset of nine features listed in table 6.1. The following sections show how applying the
feature selection notes influences correlation and cosine similarity results.
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6.5

Comparing the participants using only the subset of 9 features identified
as candidates for gold standard representation (video trial : (21×9 dimensional matrix))
6.5.1

Observations for Correlation and Cosine similarity using 21×9 feature
set

We can observe in the heatmaps in figures 31 to 45 that using the subset of nine
consistent features helps to iron out the streaks of relatively less correlated trials, while
figures 46 to 60 helps mitigate the lesser cosine similarity values. We achieve consistently
high and positive correlation and cosine similarity by eliminating the susceptible features.
Similar to the observations with 21×18 dimensional feature configuration, the results from
the cosine similarity metric complement the results observed with correlation. This highly
positive correlation between the healthy adults makes the case to consider the subset of
features in table 6.1 as the candidate features for the Gold standard representation of hand
function. The combined subset preserves the subtle variations among each video trial but
is not overly sensitive to localized factors of any individual. Depending on the use case, an
individual or the combined subset of features could represent the hand function.

6.6

Comparing the participants using only the subset of 11 hand keypoints empirically categorized as non or minimally participating (video trial : (11×18
dimensional matrix))
In this section, we experiment by selecting only a subset of hand keypoints with 18

statistical features to understand whether similar results as found with 21×18 dimensional
feature set can be achieved. This preliminary experiment helps to make the case to reduce
the feature set to a more compact format.
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6.6.1

Observations for Correlation and Cosine similarity using 11×18 feature set

We can observe in the correlation heatmaps in figures 61 to 75 and cosine similarity
heatmaps in figures 61 to 90 that using the subset of 11 hand keypoints in place of 21
along with all the 18 statistical features reasonably sustains the results achieved by using
the 21×18 feature set. However, due to susceptible features among the 18 features, the
outlier video trials displaying low or negative correlation and low cosine similarity are much
more pronounced. Therefore the overall improvement in results is comparatively lesser than
the 21×9 dimensional feature configuration. The specific subset of hand keypoints can vary
based on the design of the activity (the chosen 11 hand keypoints for the current set of
5 activities are empirically found to be effective for approximation). This configuration of
features also indicates that despite reducing the hand keypoints, the noisy features can still
highly influence the comparison. Therefore, there is a need to explore further whether the
subset of 11 hand keypoints can improve the results when combined with the nine consistent
features.

6.7

Combining the consideration of both notes for feature selection (video trial
: (11×9 dimensional matrix))
In this section, we explore the natural next step to the previous two experiments, which

is to check whether combining the two feature selection notes, i.e., using the 11×9 dimensional feature configuration, sustains or improves the outcomes achieved with the 21×9
dimensional configuration.
6.7.1

Observations for Correlation and Cosine similarity using 11×9 feature
set

We can observe in the correlation heatmaps in figures 91 to 105 and the cosine similarity heatmaps in figures 106 to 120 that using the subset of 9 consistent features continues
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to improve the correlation and cosine similarity spanning various participants. The elimination of the sensitive features complements the approximation of the 11 hand keypoints
fairly robustly and improves the results compared to the former configuration of the 11×18
feature set. This configuration also competes robustly with the 21×9 feature set, making
a great case to replace the same for practical purposes. The effects are identical and even
highly pronounced for the cosine similarity metric. The subsequent sections provide a more
quantitative assessment of the above observations.

6.8

Interpreting the effect of applying various feature selection notes
This section discusses a couple of approaches to understand and quantify the improve-

ment in correlation and the cosine similarity upon using the shortlisted consistent features to
compare video trials. The first heuristic is to analyze the shift in the range of correlation or
cosine similarity depending on features used for comparison. The second approach involves
defining a median threshold for correlation and cosine similarity values. We then note the
ratio of video trials above the threshold for each metric and analyze the impact of applying
the feature selection notes for each activity along each dimension.
6.8.1

Range of Correlation or Cosine similarity values for each feature configuration

We define the heuristic to understand the effectiveness of applying each note for feature
selection as the improvement in the range of correlation or cosine similarity values for the
respective activities along each dimension. The following diagrams show the minimum value
for each activity’s correlation and cosine similarity, along with the three dimensions per
configuration. Please note that the maximum correlation value and the cosine similarity
value tend to +1 (range between 0.9 and 1).
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Figure 6.5: Minimum Correlation values for 21×18 feature set per activity for each dimension
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Figure 6.6: Minimum Cosine similarity values for 21×18 feature set per activity for each
dimension
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Figure 6.7: Minimum Correlation values for 21×9 feature set per activity for each dimension
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Figure 6.8: Minimum Cosine similarity values for 21×9 feature set per activity for each
dimension
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Figure 6.9: Minimum Correlation values for 11×18 feature set per activity for each dimension
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Figure 6.10: Minimum Cosine similarity values for 11×18 feature set per activity for each
dimension
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Figure 6.11: Minimum Correlation values for 11×9 feature set per activity for each dimension
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Figure 6.12: Minimum Cosine similarity values for 11×9 feature set per activity for each
dimension
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Observations for variation in range of the distance metric values Figures
6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 suggest a significant improvement in the range of
correlation and cosine similarity values when using the stable subset of 9 features listed in
table 6.1 instead of all the 18 features, along with all the 21 hand keypoints. The range of
minimum correlation values improves from approximately -0.15 to 0.5. The cosine similarity
values exhibit the same behavior by improving the range from 0.4 to 0.7. Using a subset
of 11 hand keypoints instead of 21, along with 18 statistical features, presents a similar
picture. In this case, however, the sensitive features from the 18 play a role in influencing
the improvement as the overall improvement is not as high as in the former case with respect
to the original 21×18 feature set. The minimum correlation values are in the range of 0.15
and the cosine similarity values are in the range of 0.6. Upon combining the two notes,
however, and considering a subset of 11 hand keypoints with the nine consistent features,
we can observe that the results from previous configurations are sustained and improved.
The minimum correlation values, in this case, range from 0.5, while the cosine similarity
values from 0.7. Therefore we assert that our representation of hand function for a given
trial is robust and customizable based on observational analysis of the activity design and
purpose. Usage of the 11 hand keypoints applies consistently to our data set; however, a
different subset of hand keypoints could be deemed adequate for other designs.
6.8.2

Defining a heuristic threshold to quantify the improvement in Correlation and Cosine similarity

Another approach to quantitatively analyzing the improvement upon applying the feature selection notes is based on visual analysis and setting a threshold value for each distance
metric. We observed with the correlation and cosine similarity heatmaps for each configuration that upon using the subset of nine highly consistent features listed in table 6.1, a
majority of video trials make the shift into the high correlation band (depicted in bright
yellow) or the high cosine similarity band (depicted in light orange). The same level of
improvement is not sustained upon using the subset of 11 hand keypoints with all the 18
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statistical features, as the susceptible features tend to undermine the approximation provided by the 11 hand keypoints.

Metric

Threshold

Correlation

0.7

Cosine similarity

0.7

Table 6.4: Setting the threshold value for each distance metric

By analyzing where the majority values for each distance metric lie for every activity along every axis when using the 21×18 dimensional feature configuration, we define a
heuristic threshold for each distance metric shown in table 6.4.
We evaluate the ratio of video trials above to those below the threshold to quantify the
shift in the metric values. The size of the correlation matrix per activity varies depending
on the number of video trials for that activity. The dimension of the correlation heatmap
is (number of video trials for the activity ×number of video trials for the activity). We
mentioned the number of trials per activity at the beginning of this chapter. Tables 6.5, 6.6,
6.7 and 6.8 show the ratio of video trials above and below the set threshold for correlation
values. The number of video trials above the correlation threshold increases drastically upon
using the subset of nine consistent features. Further, the 11×9 feature configuration sustains
the results of using the complete set of 21×18 feature configuration and improves the result
over the same.
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Dimension

Activity

Trials above threshold

Trials below threshold

x

mug

43597

37628

x

ball

28177

44184

x

sodacan

45933

24292

x

crayon

38301

46380

x

card

25872

52528

y

mug

35079

46146

y

ball

17449

54912

y

sodacan

40189

30036

y

crayon

29327

55354

y

card

19396

59004

z

mug

64519

16706

z

ball

38101

34260

z

sodacan

50367

19858

z

crayon

47721

36960

z

card

43050

35350

Table 6.5: Ratio of video trials above and below the Correlation threshold using 21×18 feature
set
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Dimension

Activity

Trials above threshold

Trials below threshold

x

mug

80589

636

x

ball

62297

10064

x

sodacan

69719

506

x

crayon

84143

538

x

card

77154

1246

y

mug

79829

1396

y

ball

63515

8846

y

sodacan

69109

1116

y

crayon

83917

764

y

card

77674

726

z

mug

80909

316

z

ball

63335

9026

z

sodacan

68577

1648

z

crayon

83523

1158

z

card

77282

1118

Table 6.6: Ratio of video trials above and below the Correlation threshold using 21×9 feature
set
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Dimension

Activity

Trials above threshold

Trials below threshold

x

mug

39438

30258

x

ball

27637

39444

x

sodacan

42845

22180

x

crayon

37005

41956

x

card

26723

45638

y

mug

36066

33630

y

ball

23395

43686

y

sodacan

40247

24778

y

crayon

29175

49786

y

card

26759

45602

z

mug

57032

12664

z

ball

41617

25464

z

sodacan

48663

16362

z

crayon

46731

32230

z

card

43471

28890

Table 6.7: Ratio of video trials above and below the Correlation threshold using 11×18 feature
set
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Dimension

Activity

Trials above threshold

Trials below threshold

x

mug

68528

1168

x

ball

55863

11218

x

sodacan

64497

528

x

crayon

78289

672

x

card

71013

1348

y

mug

67644

2052

y

ball

58091

8990

y

sodacan

64103

922

y

crayon

78003

958

y

card

71439

922

z

mug

69344

352

z

ball

58789

8292

z

sodacan

63549

1476

z

crayon

77393

1568

z

card

71439

922

Table 6.8: Ratio of video trials above and below the Correlation threshold using 11×9 feature
set

Similarly tables 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 present the video trials above and below the
threshold set for cosine similarity values. Similar to the correlation results, we observe that
upon using the subset of the consistent subset of nine features, the number of trials above
the set threshold for cosine similarity sees a drastic increase.
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Dimension

Activity

Trials above threshold

Trials below threshold

x

mug

43597

37628

x

ball

28177

44184

x

sodacan

45933

24292

x

crayon

38301

46380

x

card

25872

52528

y

mug

35079

46146

y

ball

17449

54912

y

sodacan

40189

30036

y

crayon

29327

55354

y

card

19396

59004

z

mug

64519

16706

z

ball

38101

34260

z

sodacan

50367

19858

z

crayon

47721

36960

z

card

43050

35350

Table 6.9: Ratio of video trials above and below the Cosine similarity threshold using 21×18
feature set
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Dimension

Activity

Trials above threshold

Trials below threshold

x

mug

80589

636

x

ball

62297

10064

x

sodacan

69719

506

x

crayon

84143

538

x

card

77154

1246

y

mug

79829

1396

y

ball

63515

8846

y

sodacan

69109

1116

y

crayon

83917

764

y

card

77674

726

z

mug

80909

316

z

ball

63335

9026

z

sodacan

68577

1648

z

crayon

83523

1158

z

card

77282

1118

Table 6.10: Ratio of video trials above and below the Cosine similarity threshold using 21×9
feature set
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Dimension

Activity

Trials above threshold

Trials below threshold

x

mug

39438

30258

x

ball

27637

39444

x

sodacan

42845

22180

x

crayon

37005

41956

x

card

26723

45638

y

mug

36066

33630

y

ball

23395

43686

y

sodacan

40247

24778

y

crayon

29175

49786

y

card

26759

45602

z

mug

57032

12664

z

ball

41617

25464

z

sodacan

48663

16362

z

crayon

46731

32230

z

card

43471

28890

Table 6.11: Ratio of video trials above and below the Cosine similarity threshold using 11×18
feature set
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Dimension

Activity

Trials above threshold

Trials below threshold

x

mug

68528

1168

x

ball

55863

11218

x

sodacan

64497

528

x

crayon

78289

672

x

card

71013

1348

y

mug

67644

2052

y

ball

58091

8990

y

sodacan

64103

922

y

crayon

78003

958

y

card

71439

922

z

mug

69344

352

z

ball

58789

8292

z

sodacan

63549

1476

z

crayon

77393

1568

z

card

71439

922

Table 6.12: Ratio of video trials above and below the Cosine similarity threshold using 11×9
feature set

6.9

Comparing the left-handed participants and the right-handed participants
The findings from studying the range of correlation and cosine similarities are benefi-

cial in quantifying potential differences between the left-handed participants and the righthanded participants. We hypothesized that despite the design of all the five activities helping
to minimize the differences in motion for the left and right-handed participants, the difference
in directions of motion could potentially cause the left-handed participants to be outliers in
the study. However, we gathered from the correlation heatmaps and the cosine similarity
heatmaps that the range of correlation and cosine similarity for the left-handed participants
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seems to lie within the same range as the right-handed participants. Therefore, empirically
we infer that the NJS is not necessarily responsive to the subtle differences such as the
participants’ handedness when comparing healthy adults. Since the left handed population
is very low compared to the right handed population for a conclusive assertion, we aim
to consolidate our inference by collecting more data to balance the left and right handed
population distribution in the future work.

6.10

Establishing the Gold Standard representation for hand function

Based on the extensive experiments conducted in the preceding sections, we conclude
that the subset of nine features listed in table 6.1 are the ideal candidates for the gold
standard representation of hand function. These features are not volatile to the minute or
localized variations per participant and can consistently represent the hand function behavior
across healthy adults. The baseline metric forming the backbone of these features is the
Normalized Jerk Score. We lay the following recommendations for implementing analysis
pipelines employing the defined features in the future:
1. Consider approximating the hand function behavior using a smaller subset of hand
keypoints instead of the entire set of 21 hand keypoints.
2. Number of hand keypoints needed to approximate the hand function will vary based
on the activity design and whether the keypoint belongs to the participating subset of
fingers or the non-participating subset.
3. Features representing the aggregate measures such as the Mean NJS or the Median
NJS are effective for developing threshold-based systems to quantify the jerkiness of
the movement.
4. The remaining seven features table 6.2 are potential features to analyze to identify
deviation from the standard behavior.
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7 CONCLUSION

We conclude this thesis by reflecting on the progress made through this research in
advancing the development of virtual hand rehabilitation systems using non-intrusive and
accessible camera-based sensing. We defined a systematic process to analyze the hand function of an individual captured via video. We also identified and validated the appropriate
baseline metric to measure the quality of hand function, which is the Normalized Jerk Score.
By persisting with a conscious and common sense-based approach to designing the features
and thorough experimentation, we identified and developed a robust standard of representation for rehabilitation activities. We laid out the intricate steps and considerations to
follow while extracting the representation from raw videos. We delivered a 21x18 dimensional feature representation in principle that can potentially facilitate various approaches
to analysis such as clustering and classification tasks in addition to distance-based analyses.
We defined nine statistical features as the gold standard to represent hand function. We
further outlined considerations or notes to optimize the representation by using a compact
subset of features and therefore proved that the results for the two applied distance-based
metrics are sustained by using an 11×9 dimensional representation for each activity.
Using the gold standard representation, we defined multiple heuristics to approximate the
range of variation among 26 healthy individuals with no prior history of stroke. This achievement lays the foundations for a robust and universal medium to compare the hand function
of any class of neuro-atypical participants with a ground truth scenario. The step-by-step
definition of the process invites future researchers to augment, consolidate and improve the
findings from this thesis. Further, introducing a solid baseline allows us to bridge the gap between traditional standards for hand rehabilitation and novel technology-driven approaches
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to measure hand rehabilitation progress, thereby paving the way for large-scale adoption of
such endeavors.
Continuing to strive to achieve our goal of robust and non-intrusive means of administering
virtual hand rehabilitation, in the follow-up works, we aim to explore more camera angles to
effectively capture the hand function of participants suitable for at-home scenarios of application. Further, we aim to enhance the healthy user study by involving healthy individuals
of various age groups to consolidate our dataset. Upon collecting a requisite volume of data
through the former step, we aim to explore a broader set of comparison metrics and identify use cases. Lastly, we are developing a desktop app using computer vision-based hand
pose estimation to enable real-time feedback on the quality of hand function, augmenting
our efforts with the Mhandrehab app. Pipelines to test this system with actual post-stroke
affected participants are also underway. We hope this work finds its way to further research
for a noble cause.
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Figure 1: Mug Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 2: Mug Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 3: Mug Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 4: Ball Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 5: Ball Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 6: Ball Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 7: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 8: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 9: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 10: Crayon Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 11: Crayon Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 12: Crayon Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 13: Card Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 14: Card Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 15: Card Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 16: Mug Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 17: Mug Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 18: Mug Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 19: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 20: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 21: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 22: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 23: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 24: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 25: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 26: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 27: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 28: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 29: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 30: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 21×18 feature set
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Figure 31: Mug Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 32: Mug Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 33: Mug Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 34: Ball Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 35: Ball Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 36: Ball Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 37: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 38: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 39: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 40: Crayon Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 41: Crayon Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 42: Crayon Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 43: Card Activity Correlation along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 44: Card Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 45: Card Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 46: Mug Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 47: Mug Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 48: Mug Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 49: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 50: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 54: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 55: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 56: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 57: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 58: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 59: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 60: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 21×9 feature set
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Figure 61: Mug Activity Correlation along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 62: Mug Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 63: Mug Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 64: Ball Activity Correlation along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 65: Ball Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 66: Ball Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 67: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 68: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 69: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 70: Crayon Activity Correlation along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 71: Crayon Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 72: Crayon Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 73: Card Activity Correlation along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 74: Card Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 75: Card Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 76: Mug Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 77: Mug Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 78: Mug Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 79: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 80: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 81: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 82: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 83: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 84: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 85: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 86: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 87: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 89: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 90: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 11×18 feature set
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Figure 91: Mug Activity Correlation along the X axis: 11×9 feature set
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Figure 92: Mug Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×9
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Figure 93: Mug Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×9
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Figure 98: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×9
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Figure 99: Sodacan Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×9
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Figure 100: Crayon Activity Correlation along the X axis: 11×9
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Figure 101: Crayon Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×9
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Figure 102: Crayon Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×9
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Figure 103: Card Activity Correlation along the X axis: 11×9
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Figure 104: Card Activity Correlation along the Y axis: 11×9
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Figure 105: Card Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×9
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Figure 106: Mug Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×9
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Figure 107: Mug Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×9
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Figure 108: Mug Activity Correlation along the Z axis: 11×9
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Figure 109: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×9
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Figure 110: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×9
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Figure 111: Ball Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 11×9
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Figure 112: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×9
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Figure 113: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×9
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Figure 114: Sodacan Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 11×9
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Figure 115: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×9
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Figure 116: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×9
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Figure 117: Crayon Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 11×9
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Figure 118: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the X axis: 11×9
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Figure 119: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the Y axis: 11×9 feature set
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Figure 120: Card Activity Cosine Similarity along the Z axis: 11×9 feature set

